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How will the pandemic change 
the library model?

+ = ?



As of 30 June 2020

29 Library Leaders

Americas

17 interviewees

Europe & Middle East

9 interviewees

Asia Pacific

3 intervieweesUnited States 12
Canada 5

Netherlands 3
United Kingdom 2
Greece 1
Italy 1
Spain 1
United Arab 
Emirates 1

Japan 1
Australia 1
Hong Kong 1



The New Model Library

Work 
experiences

Engagement 
experiences

Collections 
experiences

oc.lc/nml-briefing

https://oc.lc/nml-briefing
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Facilitated

A network 
logic: 
a coordinated 
mix of local, 
external 
and collabora
tive services 
are 
assembled 
around user 
needs



Inside out

Inside out: Create, manage and make discoverable 
memory, community, evidence.



Collective

Collective collections: The systemwide organization of collections
becomes more important.



Support for 
creation, 

management 
and 

disclosure

The inside 
out 

collection

Memory
Community

Evidence

Interest in aggregation 
(DPLA, WorldCat)

From DISCOVERY to 
DISCOVERABILITY



Moving to the future with 
Linked Data



Shared Entity Management 
Infrastructure
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“Perhaps the most convenient method of 
studying the consequences of this law will 

be to follow the reader from the moment 
he enters the library to the moment he 

leaves it…” 

(Ranganathan 1931, 337)



Libraries want

To know who’s using library 
resources



Libraries want

To provide value and justify 
spending



Libraries want

To decide which e-resources 
to renew, cancel, and acquire



Libraries want

Their e-resources to be effectively 
discovered on different platforms.



Libraries want

To mitigate and research potential 
security breaches



Understanding user behavior is key



Understanding users’ behavior can help your 
library make more informed decisions 

Demonstrate 
library value

Collection 
development

Manage 
research 
support

Monitor 
usage



See what types of 
e-resources are used 
across platforms

Unlock the power of your e-resources with 
actionable insights



Learn what websites 
e-resources are 
accessed from

Unlock the power of your e-resources with 
actionable insights



Unlock the power of your e-resources with 
actionable insights

Discover who's using 
your e-resources 
across platforms



Unlock the power of your e-resources with 
actionable insights

Discover user’s 
behavior and trends



Unlock the power of your e-resources with 
actionable insights

Manage Information 
Security 



Demonstration



Thank you
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Questions and Feedback?

OCLC Asia Pacific
Email: AsiaPacific@oclc.org

mailto:AsiaPacific@oclc.org
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&

The rise of the 
“collective collection”



A global network of libraries

As of January 2022

Americas

21,075 members in 
30 countries

EMEA

5,513 members in 
71 countries

Asia Pacific

2,575 members in 
22 countries



What’s in WorldCat

Everything!
Physical 

items

Electronic 
content

Digitized 
material

Open-access 
content



534
million bibliographic 
records

3.2
billion holdings

WorldCat gets 
one new record

every 
second
As of June 2022



Power of collective cataloging
In the past year, OCLC member libraries copy cataloged

saving an average of 
10 minutes per title95%

of their items from WorldCat



Collective Metadata
↓

Web Visibility





Meet library users on the open web



The secret to better visibility online

• Search engines
• Partner websites
• Organic linking
Link users directly to your library resources/catalogs 
from Google Search!



OCLC’s partnership with Google

https://www.oclc.org/en/news/releases/2022/20220413-
google-search-links-directly-to-library-books.html

https://www.oclc.org/en/news/releases/2022/20220413-google-search-links-directly-to-library-books.html


Direct links to your library             
from Google Search



OCLC’s partnership with Google



OCLC’s partnership with Wikipedia



New WorldCat.org



Metadata automation
increases efficiency



Automation increases efficiency
Simplify cumbersome metadata management 
processes for print and electronic resources.

• Deliver the latest electronic resources
• Automate authority records update
• Support a range of purchasing models
• Keep your catalog current

OCLC automates record delivery from more 
than 600 content providers.



Automate e-holdings management

For more information, please visit oc.lc/autoload

Future partners: 



Vendor-neutral partnerships

Please visit oc.lc/autoload and oc.lc/catpartners for all material providers



Extend the reach and influence of your 
library collections
• Transforming metadata to play an influential role
• Contributing metadata (records & holdings) to WorldCat
• Utilizing high quality metadata and technology, OCLC and 

our powerful partners drive more traffic to library 
websites/catalogs/resources. 

We help libraries to serve more potential users, 
demonstrate and prove unique values of libraries!



Thank you very much!
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Move to the future with 
linked data
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~2500 BCE:
Listing of items in 
order of acquisition 
written on “paper”

The Evolution of Library Inventory Management

~1550 CE
Printed title index, 
subject index, author 
index in bound 
volumes

~1760 CE
First inventories 
putting one title per 
one slip of paper

~1800
Printed index cards; 
Card Catalogs

~1975 CE
OPAC and MARC

4,400 years 45 years

2021 CE
Library Linked Data 

and Semantic 
Technologies



Increasing flexibility, utility over time





Shared entity management infrastructure



Focus of OCLC’s Exploration
• Re-establish libraries as central hubs in global information networks:

– Enable library users to explore the world beyond the book, to discover 
people, places, events, organizations, and concepts. 

• Surface libraries and library resources on the open web:
– Provide unlimited information pathways that cut across cultures and 

disciplines
• Restore serendipitous discovery and contextual browsing: 

– Deeply enrich the individual library user experience through the 
ability to follow extensive connections between resources.



Focus of OCLC’s Exploration

• Cleaner, richer data that is less costly to maintain and 
share:
– URIs rather than text labels
– Entity-centric ecosystem rather than record-centric
– Increased ease and accuracy of reusing and sharing data drives 

efficiencies in costs and saves time. 



Multi-lingual, 
interconnected, 

context-rich metadata 
for all material types

A universal gateway 
for library visibility 
and discoverability

linked data

Vision: Linked data for any library



Linked Data – Structure

Subject ObjectPredicate

Triple

Shakespeare HamletWrote

Shakespeare Stratford-upon-AvonWas born in

URI
http://www.example.org/subject
http://www.example.org/predicate
http://www.example.org/object

http://www.example.org/shakespeare
http://www.example.org/wrote
http://www.example.org/hamlet

http://www.example.org/12373123
http://www.example.org/45645758
http://www.example.org/45563451

Entity and URI



• An ecosystem for Entities:
o Where you can create and edit entities
o Which connects those entities to the Web

• A community of users which:
o Create and edit entities
o Who collaborate with us on the applications
o Help us improve the service

• Services to:
o (re)Use the data
o Make the data searchable

What are we building?

Begin with Work and Person entities,
Add others step by step



How do we build entities from WorldCat data?



Conceptual View: Future Metadata Ecosystem
Data 
Hubs

Publishers

Aggregators

Non-Traditional 
Data Sources

Libraries and 
Archives

Future partners 
to be discovered

Data In/Out

Data 
Transformation

Supporting all major 
metadata schema:

• BIBFRAME
• Schema.org
• IFLA LRM
• Dublin Core
• MARC 21
• UNIMARC
• METS
• MODS
• …..and more



…

• 150+ million 
entities w/ 
persistent URIs

• Production
• Foundational 

infrastructure

Entity 
infrastructure

• Search, view, 
create, or edit 
WorldCat
Entities

• Widely available
• No sign-in

and no fee
• Search and view 

WorldCat Entities

• WorldCat Entity 
Search API

• WorldCat Entity 
Management API 

Public website
(free)

Basic user 
interface Entity APIs

Project outputs…



• 150+ million 
entities w/ 
persistent URIs

• Production
• Foundational 

infrastructure

Entity 
infrastructure

• Search, view, 
create, or edit 
WorldCat
Entities

• Widely available
• No sign-in

and no fee
• Search and view 

WorldCat Entities

• WorldCat Entity 
Search API 

• WorldCat Entity 
Management API

Public website
(free)

Basic user 
interface Entity APIs Moving forward

• Development 
partner phase

• General release
• Additional 

functionality 
(ongoing)

… and continued development



How will libraries be able to get started with this 
infrastructure?
• Search for entities on a free Website
• Create, edit and manage entities with the WorldCat Entity 

UI
• Apply entities in other environments through the Entity 

management API
• Display WorldCat Entity data in discovery environments 

with the Entity discovery API



Available Today: 
https://entities.oclc.org

https://entities.oclc.org/




USER INTERFACE: BASIC EDITOR





Filter by
entity type

Search results 
include entity 
label, type and 
description



Navigate to 
sections

Key information in 
language of interface

Key 
information in 
all languages

Properties grouped in 
different sections



External 
Sources

Significant 
Dates

Related Persons
- Link to entities



Quality 
Score

Create Entity Sign In/Sign Out

Tab for Edit Mode
Actions Menu



Add label, description, alias in 600+ languages

Edit or delete a 
key information 
entry

Add a claim
Edit or delete a claim



Editing or adding a claim

Property (Predicate)

Value (Object)

Reference for claim



Entity infrastructure metric view



ENTITY APIS



• Entity discovery API
– Retrieve entity data 
– Entity management API
– Create new entities
– Edit existing entities

Entity APIs



Long-term guiding principles
• Persistent URIs (OCLC commitment)
• Optimized for storage, use and exchange of unique 

identifiers of ALL types
• Infrastructure tolerant of the heterogeneity of standards, 

practices, and metadata structures libraries need
• All libraries can benefit
• Continued support for and integration with MARC





The future is now!
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